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2019-20 had been a very good year for L-QI-CAN, as there had been very good
attendance at the meetings, lots of local collaborations and speakers attending the
meetings. One change that was instigated during the year was to provide more time
for the membership to actively network. This followed feedback from the group via
N-QI-CAN’s Network Survey. Networking has now formed part of standing agenda
item for the group. This has supported our Clinical Audit and Quality Improvement
community to offer each other support, enabled network members to visit each other
and review / share local processes and systems.
The Network currently has 125 members from across 47 organisations including
Acute Trusts, Mental Health Providers, Community Providers, GP Collaborations,
Hospices and the Private Sector. The Network covers a large area and we welcome
members from further a field, where it is easier for them to travel into London, rather
than a more regional location that might be further away.
The Network had four meets during the year; held on 13th May, 9th September 9th
December 2019, and 10th February 2020. During which we welcomed speakers
from:





The NICE Field Team (London)
The Clinical Audit Support Centre
Audit Management and Tracking (AMaT) Company
NCEPOD
The Royal College of Physicians

.
Finances
The Network pays for the use of the Function Room in the 52 Club, Gower Street and
this has proved to be a central location for Trust and we have received sponsorship
on one occasion in the form of breakfast pastries and sandwiches. All invoices are
submitted to N-QI-CAN for approval and any underspend has been rolled over to
2020-21.
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Chair
Laila Gregory continues as the Chair and is an active member of N-QI-CAN. From
December 2019 she supported N-QI-CAN with active membership of a task & finish
group for a national training event and has supported other small review of the group.
Deputy Chair
Alexa Jarvis continues to support L-QI-CAN in minute taking for the group and
booking venues.

Looking forward to an online version of the group for the coming months and for the
group to continue to support each other collaborating, networking and developing
their local systems together

Laila Gregory
Head of Clinical Effectiveness
Chair of the London Quality Improvement (Inc. Clinical Audit) Network
22nd September 2020
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